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Is It Really Torque?

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all! 
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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way, Oxnard, Calif. 93030 (Illustrations by the author)



(PART ONE)



I"torque are content to refer to a certain handling matter as reaction" when it is highly possible that the



T WOULD appear that a lot of people, pilots included,



actual problem is something else. Many who are torque fans (no pun intended) sincerely believe that the thing that turns their airplane on take-off and climb really is torque. They can point to many articles in the popular



aviation press for substantiation, as well as to certain official FAA publications. A few efforts to explain the



true facts have found their way into the pages of SPORT AVIATION. What follows is one more attempt to show that it is not torque. Neither is it "P" factor which also



seems to have a following these days. First of all, an engine does develop torque. No argument. Torque is transmitted to the propeller. In a steady state, stabilized rpm condition, the engine/airframe unit should naturally tend to rotate or roll in the opposite direction to the propeller. However, it doesn't tend to roll one way any more than the other, but it is trying to YAW or SKID. No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all! Therefore it could hardly be caused by torque reaction. Then why does the term "torque" persist so much today?



FIG.
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For consistency in these articles, please consider



that all propellers rotate in a clockwise direction, when viewed from the cockpit.



Go into a climb from level flight. This ordinarily means lowered airspeed and more throttle, plus right



rudder to compensate for the yaw or "ball-to-the-right" condition. If rudder is not used the airplane yaws and the starboard wing generates more lift so that a roll or bank to the left results. Some pilots, viewing the roll, say



"that's torque reaction" and crank it level with ailerons. The ball, out on the right side just doesn't seem to warrant their attention. In reality this is poor flying technique



of course, because the roll is a secondary effect due only to misuse of the controls and not necessarily from any change in torque reaction. Though approaching the subject of torque in a roundabout fashion, it may be appropriate to enlarge a bit on "misuse of the controls." In the primary sense, the rudder controls yaw, ailerons the roll. Normally, if these functions



are interchanged the airplane is not being flown correctly. Misuse of the controls could be forgiven in the early days of flight because of the multiplicity of control systems in the various aircraft, because of the absence of slip, skid or



yaw indicators and because of the necessity of teaching oneself to fly or being taught by someone who had only a few hours of flight experience. For example, the first (Continued on next page)



FIG. 2 "PARKE'S DRIVE"—Lt. Wilfred Parke, R.N., at the controls of the Avro Military Biplane over Salisbury Plain, England, August 25, 1912. SPORT AVIATION
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pilot to successfully recover from a spin didn't even



know what a spin was or what caused it! Standard practice in those days was to rudder away from a slip. This raised the low wing. Seems funny but it worked, after a fashion, as long as the airspeed was not too low. Hence during this first known spin, which had resulted from a left turn at 600 ft., the aeronaut kept full left rudder on, but the apparent "slipping to the right" would not stop. The "spiral dive" continued despite full throttle and wheel all the way back. Those of us who have been in awkward predicaments in airplanes can appreciate this pilot's concern, doing everything according to recognized practice yet the airplane remained in the rotating dive, his forward-seat passenger flailing about and the ground getting closer and closer! At the last moment, preparing or bracing himself for a crash and perhaps to center himself in the cockpit, he centralized or inadvertently took off some of the left rudder. Whereupon the Avro popped out of the spin, 50 ft. above the ground. Needless to say, a landing was made rather soon afterward. Some spectators thought this was one heck of an exciting new trick, not realizing the seriousness of the situation. A short time later, from subsequent analysis by fellow pilots, came a new rule— "Rudder outwards from a spiral dive that has already acquired a high velocity." And this is an essential part of the basic spin recovery method used today on most aircraft. To describe another example of how incorrect techniques can develop, a number of early pilots thought it proper to turn their airplanes in the air with the rudder, rather than with the ailerons. Many machines of that day had ailerons or "balancing tips" as they were sometimes called, that only operated downward.



FIG. 4 Captions in periodicals of the pre-World War I era are distinguished between the two types of turns and



would indicate a "banked turn" as opposed to a "flat turn."



This caused very high drag on the rising wing which



be banked." And ailerons were for that purpose. In other words, to turn, the lift force is inclined in the desired direction by the ailerons. A requirement for a good-handling modern airplane is to have as little as possible adverse yaw due to aileron drag. Slow, long span aircraft are more difficult in this respect. But it can be said today, other than during some aerobatics and in spins, the rudder is only necessary to control direction while on the ground, and in flight to offset aileron drag, if any, and generally prevent yaw, no matter what it's caused by. Or simply to "keep the ball in the center." The peculiar practice of raising a wing with rudder, as part of a stall recovery action, is perhaps a carry-over from these old days and is a modern version of misuse of the controls. One is hard pressed to justify it, in normal flying. If a wing is stalled it must be unstalled by putting the stick forward. That is the primary task. If the nose initially swings toward a dropped wing, a pilot merely picks up a new direction on which to recover. If the engine is not already on, open the throttle. If autorotation has set in, then only does the application of opposite rudder become important. Logically, if you raise one stalled wing by skidding, the other side will then stall immediately anyway! What's the gain? Try this toe dance on the rudder pedals of some high performance types and a spin or post stall gyration will inevitably occur. Stall recovery as well as all basic handling, I think, should suit and be applicable to all airplanes. The more different types of airplanes you fly, the more this becomes obvious. In my opinion, picking up a wing at the stall actually comes into the aerobatic category i.e., the falling leaf. If it is considered an aerobatic maneuver of the semi-controlled variety, then it has some merit. A snap or flick roll can be construed as a form of this, and is a situation where the rolling plane is influenced by rudder. Certainly you wouldn't try to pick up a wing with rudder during a landing! If you do, touch-down is invariably with drift or



rudder for counteraction. Also, many of these airplanes had such poor directional stability and so much rudder was needed in relation to ailerons that it was natural, to attach more importance to the rudder. In fact, quite a few designers dispensed with ailerons or wing-warping altogether, so that in these cases the rudder definitely was used for turns, what else? The "Sky Louse" tried to resurrect this idea, but was viewed by most as a retrograde step. Later, with better design and increased speeds, it was generally accepted that, as the Wrights had been saying all along, "In a correct turn the airplane has to



aileron will tend to aggravate the dropped wing condition. Therefore, stalling so close to the ground, if it should happen, is corrected by engine and elevator. I'm trying to show that there could very well be a reason for the development of certain odd flying techniques in the early times. The years saw gradual improvement although some peculiar habits continued to be evident through the 20s and 30s when so many pilots were still virtually self taught and did little to analyze their flying. Misconceptions of theory have also had their part in faulty handling. Take Wiley Post's 1931 book "Around the World in Eight Days." On page 142 he writes



FIG. 3 The ailerons on this airplane are not disconnected. They only operate downward and are not part of a closed system. As flying speed is reached the ailerons blow up to the trail position, taking the slack out of the single control cables.



tended to slue or yaw the airplane in the opposite direction to the bank or turn. This did indeed require much
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crab and this is to be avoided. On many types, use of



" . . . but I eased off a little on the pressure I was keeping on the left rudder" and on page 202 "We were crabbing into the wind, but not hard, and the rudder was only about two or three points off normal straight position." Now what this describes is the fact that Post actually flew his airplane sideways (yawed) to correct (he thought)' for a side wind. I hasten to say that there is no intent on my part to detract from his great fame as a



pioneering pilot. However, just because he flew this way does not make it correct. Today we have the right to question any flying technique that does not make sense under close scrutiny. This is, after all, the foundation for the question "Is it really torque?" One should be fundamentally correct in his flying technique otherwise an accurate assessment of an airplane's true characteristics is improbable. This is the reason for first dwelling on the subject of control. It is sad to realize that in attempting to ascertain the facts, some "official" printed material might do more to hamper our efforts than to help. Not so long ago, 1957 to be more exact, a publication issued by the Bureau of Naval Personnel says "The main function of the rudder is to turn the plane in flight." Even Orville and Wilbur knew better than that. So back to this so-called "torque on take-off and climb." If it is not really acting in the rolling plane and if rudder is the control that seems to check it, and rudder is for control in the yawing plane, then whatever is causing the trouble is obviously doing it in the yawing plane. If it's in the yawing plane it can't be torque. Then what is it? To answer that, first a small shot of basic areodynamics. A wing pushes air downward to create lift but at the same time it has to push the air a little forward as well. At higher angles of attack the air gets pushed downward more and much farther forward. A large part of this forward motion is called induced drag. The rest is made up of form drag and skin friction. As the propeller works exactly the same way as the wing, it pushes air backward (rather than downward) and also sideways (rather than forward).



In plain words, it tends to turn the airplane to the left



while on the ground and yaw it to the left in flight.



FIG. 5 Some old single-engined airplanes and especially some seaplanes, had fin/rudder area below the fuselage as well as on top, over which the slipstream would flow from the other direction. This design feature tended to reduce yaw due to propeller slipstream.



Some airplane designers camber or offset the fin into the direction of the rotating slipstream. Some know why they do it, others don't. Its benefit is to reduce the turning and yawing tendency at low forward speeds with engine on. Nothing else. Though the mainplanes are effected to some extent, the tailplane is as strongly influenced by the slipstream as is the fin/rudder surface.



FIG. 6 The revolving slipstream over the tail plane has little effect in the pitching plane, due to each side tending to cancel the other.



This photograph shows vapor trails from the propeller



tips of a Hawker Sea Fury, at the start of a take-off. Note



the application of left rudder, due to the counter-clockwise rotation of the Fury's five-bladed propeller.



Therefore behind the propeller is an angled airflow,



a rotating slipstream or a corkscrew of air in which a



large portion of the airframe is immersed. (See photo of Fury on the deck). And it is this unwanted, angled condition that effects control so markedly. As the fin/rudder is usually on the top side of the fuselage only, the angled



slipstream over it causes a reaction in the yawing plane.



But the tailplane, being on each side of the fuselage, one side tending to a positive, the other a negative angle of attack, adequately cancels any real effort of rotating slipstream in the pitching plane. While an offset fin may help one condition of flight, it tends to cause trouble at every other airspeed! At higher speeds the relative slipstream straightens out considerably and left rudder (or trim) may then be needed. The offset fin also tends to drop the right wing first at the high speed stall, engine on or off, and at low speed stalls with engine off. The yaw produced by the offset fin can be just enough, at the point of stall, to slow the



right wing tip fractionally and that's all it takes. Especially so with tapered wings. Some airplanes have the thrust line of the engine



offset to the right, so that the slipstream over the fin



and the rudder is relatively straight in that area, at the lower speeds. There is then no yawing tendency. However, at high speeds the offset thrust pulls the airplane to the right. (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Incidentally, this offset thrust is occasionally used in conjunction with some down thrust. When opening up on an overshoot, the slipstream deflected by the high angle of attack of the w i n g ( s ) especially w i t h flaps down, can



cause an increased download on the tailplane. This in turn can cause a strong nose up tendency. Down thrust com-



pensates for this. At higher speeds of course it, too, has



a bad effect. The downward component of thrust has to be carried by the wings. But offset and down thrust are supposed to make flying easier for the average pilot. To keep the record straight there may be other minor aero-



FIG. 8 Two airplanes with both offset and down thrust incorporated in their engine installations.



dynamic reasons for the incorporation of down thrust but they are not important here.



It should also be noted that the general re-adoption of the tricycle landing gear, with its high factor of



directional stability, has done much to simplify handling



on the ground. There are fewer complaints from the hot boys about "torque" in these aircraft. Recap: So far we have seen how rudder can stop the



yawing caused by the rotating slipstream. If we can't notice the airplane rolling due to torque reaction some-



FIG. 7 An exaggerated (for clarity) diagram of the upper half of the slipstream tube at low and high speeds.



Out of the workshop for an airing is this nicely crafted



Piel "Emeraude" fuselage, being built by J. Van de Stadt of 11 Orchard Rd., Bass Hills, New South Wales, Australia. The canopy frame and landing gear are complete, and the



engine will be a 90 hp Continental C-90.



Homebuilder's Corner . . . (Continued from page 2)



weigh very heavily the disadvantages



if accepted as proposed such as the maintenance of your aircraft



after completion b e i n g accomplished by a licensed A & P and the restriction of amteur built aircraft from aerobatic flight are probably the two most important issues at hand. EAA will handle this matter in a manner that is in the best interest



of the amateur built aircraft move18
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thing must be happening to mask its effect. Next part—"Why it doesn't roll."



®



Stereotyped down to its paint design is this Barren's IA



"fly Baby", N 1584. It's powered with a 65 hp Continental



A-65, and was built by Rollin Barron, EAA 25361, of 1810 Westwood, Springdale, Ark.



ment. It is times such as these that an organization must be equipped with fact, statistics and justification. These are a part of good business practices



— practices that EAA has had going since its founding in January of 1953. As we are getting an increasing number of requests for information on antique and homebuilt aircraft, we are going to go into an extensive program of preparing a technical library by subject matter, type of aircraft,



engine, materials, sources of information, etc. When completed it will al-



low a greater number of our staff to have at their finger tips the information requested by«mail, telephone or in person. These individual files will be an expansion of what we have already prepared. Don't forget our 1969 annual Flyin Convention dates — Rockford — July 27 through August 2, 1969. See you there.
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